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PER CURIAM: In this inmate appeal, Billy Lee Lisenby, Jr., argues the
administrative law court (ALC) erred in dismissing his appeal of his conviction for
threatening a prison employee. The ALC dismissed the appeal because Lisenby
failed to file a notice of appeal within thirty days. We affirm pursuant to Rule
220(b) and the following authorities: Rule 59, SCALCR ("The notice of appeal

from the final decision to be heard by the [ALC] shall be filed with the [c]ourt and
a copy served on each party, including the agency, within thirty (30) days of
receipt of the decision from which the appeal is taken."); Rule 53(A), SCALCR
(defining the date of filing in an appeal from an inmate conviction as "the date of
delivery or the date of mailing as shown by the postmark or by the date stamp
affixed by the mail room at the appellant's correctional institution"); Rule 62,
SCALCR ("[O]n its own motion, [the ALC] may dismiss an appeal or resolve the
appeal adversely to the offending party for failure to comply with any of the rules
of procedure for appeals, including the failure to comply with any of the time
limits provided by this section . . . ."); State v. Mitchell, 330 S.C. 189, 194, 498
S.E.2d 642, 645 (1998) (stating the burden is on the appellant to provide a
sufficient record for review).
AFFIRMED.1
SHORT, LOCKEMY, and McDONALD, JJ., concur.
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We decide this case without oral argument pursuant to Rule 215, SCACR.

